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our story.

we produce timeless, relaxed and sophisticated 
sofas and furniture – beautifully made for 
everyday living. 

Project 82 was established by Shelley Mason in 2010 as  
a boutique furniture store servicing the locals of Surry Hills 
in Sydney. After six years operating as a retailer of other 
brands, we’re excited this year to refresh our direction and 
introduce three of our very own ranges. 

Our Staple&Co, The Sofa Maker and Design Kiosk 
collections are a great Illustration of the Project 82 
aesthetic, all with simple details, natural materials and 
quality craftsmanship.

Early in 2017 our small inner-city space in Surry Hills closed 
its doors and we now operate solely from an industrial-
style showroom in the Inner West of Sydney. A little off the 
beaten track, the huge new space with crisp white walls 
and raw concrete flooring is a great blank canvas  
to showcase furniture in the most creative setting.

The majority of our products are made locally to order 
in Sydney utilising the best of Australian design and 
manufacturing skills. Its great to see that the industry  

as a whole has seen a return to making locally and we’re 
proud to be part of this movement. Australian design  
has come of age. 

Our audience has moved well beyond the community of 
locals to include design professionals from around Australia 
who appreciate original design, quality workmanship and  
a personalised service. 

Its been a great start, and we’re super-excited about the 
road ahead, with lots of new ideas and collaborations  
to come. 

Watch this space! 

The Team at Project 82.
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our makers.

creating beautiful, contemporary furniture 
‘the old-fashioned way’ is something we’re 
extremely proud of. none of our pieces are 
mass-produced, instead we leave it up to the 
masterful hands in our local makers to bring 
each one meticulously to life. 

our upholstery and timber workshops are 
small family-run businesses with a long 
lineage of carpentry and upholstery expertise. 
using traditional methods passed down from 
generation to generation, each item is carefully 
handcrafted from the ground up, so not one 
join, stitch, fabric or leather is ever identical. 



2017 Staple&Co Collection
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staple&co showcases exceptional furniture 
created in collaboration with australian designers 
and local makers. 

we believe in comfort, authenticity and longevity 
and the staple&co collection encapsulates 
that ethos completely. from the hand-stitching, 
to luxurious feather-foam filling, to the silky 
powdercoat on a cast aluminium leg – attention 
to detail at every stage is the essence of this 
premium collection. 

the result is exceptional, one-of-a-kind furniture 
with a character and warmth that will stand the 
test of time.

staple&co collection.
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Chris & Megan of CM studio

Award winning architects and designers Chris Glanville and 
Megan Burns create stunning work. Whether architecture, 
interiors or product design, these two produce 
contemporary, liveable spaces with a fresh Australian 

perspective. Our collaboration with Chris & Megan 
'cmstudioXproject82' has had a great response, their  
Louis becoming an icon of Project 82.

Cameron of Other Works 

Sydney based Australian/New Zealand designer  
Cameron Foggo of Other Works is responsible for some 
of Project 82's most loved sofas. His aesthetic aligns so 
well with ours, as he is all about unpretentious, accessible 
design that is functional and innately beautiful.

Tom Fereday 

Quickly becoming one of Australia's most recognisable 
names in product design, Tom Fereday has swept through 
the industry making an immediate and lasting impression. 
His work illustrates a characteristic thoughtfulness towards 
honest materiality and natural form, his Tatami sofa is  
no exception.

our designers.
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title.

Inspired by the low seating style found across Japan, the 
Tatami is honest in design and materiality. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Finish options 
for the base include Solid Oak or Ash with matt black, 
walnut or whitewash finish. Available in a selection of 
standard sizes. 

The Tatami lounge was designed by Tom Fereday 
exclusively for Project 82.

tatami.
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With its Scandinavian look and feel, the Charlie’s inviting 
design is a natural fit in any interior. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Turned oak 
or ash legs in a matt black, walnut or whitewash finish. Two 
standard seat depths. Suitable for modular configurations. 

The Charlie was designed by our very own creator and 
director, Shelley Mason. 

charlie.

From every angle, the Louis welcomes with open arms. 

Upholstery options include leather, fabric or linen with 
optional slipcover. Powder coated legs available in either 
matt black or white finish. 

The Louis sofa was designed by the dynamic architecture 
duo c m studio and forms part of the stapleandcoXcmstudio 
collection.

louis.
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A timeless classic, the Lennon looks right at home in  
a variety of interiors. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Hand-cast 
aluminum legs available in polished or matt black powder 
coated finish or timber leg on request. Two standard seat 
depths. Suitable for modular configurations. 

The Lennon was designed by Cameron of Other Works. 

lennon.
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Refined and sophisticated, the Walter has a decidedly 
grown-up masculine feel. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Hand-cast 
aluminum legs available in polished or matt black powder 
coated finish. Suitable for modular configurations. 

The Walter was designed by Cameron of Other Works.

walter.

The contemporary Hawley’s rounded-back cushions and 
arms invite stretching out and settling in for the long haul.

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Turned oak 
or ash legs in a matt black, walnut or whitewash finish. 
Suitable for modular configurations. 

The Hawley was designed by Cameron of Other Works. 

hawley.
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With its floating base and tactile, rounded edges, Sandy  
is streamlined and elegant.

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Turned oak or 
ash legs in a matt black, walnut or whitewash finish. Made 
to order to match any sized mattress. 

The Sandy was designed by Cameron of Other Works. 

sandy.

Danny sits handsomely and comfortably at the end of the 
Sandy bed. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Turned oak or 
ash legs in a matt black, walnut or whitewash finish. Made 
to order to match any sized bed. Can also be used as an 
occasional ottoman. 

The Danny was designed by our very own creator and 
director, Shelley Mason.

danny.
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Our Norman Ottomans are distinctly comfortable  
and friendly. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric, with  
black or tan saddle leather handles. Available in  
two standard sizes. 

The Norman was designed by dynamic architecture duo 
cm studio and forms part of the stapleandcoXcmstudio 
collection.

norman.

Simple and modern in form Cleveland is suitable for a 
variety of spaces. 
 
Finish options include solid Oak or Ash with matt black, 
walnut or whitewash finish. Ideal for nesting as a set or  
on their own. Available in four standard sizes. 

The Cleveland was designed by Cameron of Other Works.

cleveland.
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title.

Clean and modern, Harry exudes relaxed cool. 

Finish options include marble or oak timber top,  
with coordinating black or tan saddle leather shelf.  
Available in two standard sizes. 

The Harry was designed by dynamic architecture  
duo cm studio. 

harry.
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dylan.

Dylan is flexible and versatile working well in any space.

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Turned oak  
or ash legs in a matt black, walnut or whitewash finish. 
Made to order in a variety of shapes and sizes. 

Available in both circular and square models, it features  
a contemporary oak leg.

Architectural yet comfortable, the cargo is a flexible 
occasional chair to suit a variety of interior styles. 

Upholstery options include leather or fabric. Finish options 
for the base include solid Oak or Ash with matt black, 
walnut or whitewash finish.
 

The Cargo was designed by Cameron of  Other Works.

cargo.
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the sofa maker ensures great design is accessible. 

with a personality and character all their own, 
each sofa comes in a selection of standard sizes 
and curated, professional-grade fabrics that 
ensure they not only look fantastic; they take  
on the day-to-day in lasting style. 

locally made in sydney’s inner west with a  
10-year warranty, the sofa maker is affordable 
style without sacrificing one ounce of quality  
or craftsmanship. 



This is dummy copy. With its scandinavian look and feel, 
the charlie’s inviting design is a natural fit in any interior.
A combination of superior build and practical, feather-fibre 
mixed-back cushions, the charlie is not only wonderfully 
comfy; it also has the strength to last for years.

Designed by our very own Shelley Mason.
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title.

Our Ethel is sleek, charming and refined. Vintage at heart 
with a contemporary quirk, Ethel makes an impression. 
She’s poised and alluring, drawing every eye in the room.

ethel.
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Our Billie is calm, flexible and straightforward. With simple 
tastes, Billie is undemanding and easily satisfied. She likes 
to just go with the flow and see where it takes her.

billie.

Our Jonah is handsome, tailored and relaxed. He embodies 
a casual coolness while maintaining a vigilance for detail. 
Modern and engaging, he’s just one of those guys who 
gets on with everybody.

jonah.
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Our Lucille is sweet, stylish and balanced. A bit of a 
perfectionist, everything is carefully considered but she 
makes it seem effortless. Modest and positively lovely, 
Lucille is a pleasure to be around.

lucille.
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Fred is neat, composed and attractive. At first careful  
and modest, Fred relaxes the more he gets to know  
you, a lifelong friend that knows you better than you  
know yourself.

fred.

Our Duke is steady, genuine and accommodating. With his 
feet firmly on the ground, Duke is a gentle giant who sits 
happily and cheerfully wherever he goes.

duke.



This is dummy copy. With its scandinavian look and feel, 
the charlie’s inviting design is a natural fit in any interior.
A combination of superior build and practical, feather-fibre 
mixed-back cushions, the charlie is not only wonderfully 
comfy; it also has the strength to last for years.

Designed by our very own Shelley Mason.
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title.

Our Eddy is reliable, honest and easy. Versatile with a 
timeless style, Eddy is comfortable in any space. His look 
is laid-back and familiar – making Eddy one of our most 
approachable sofas.

eddy.
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The Sia table by Design Kiosk epitomises the Project 82 
design ethos. Practical, simple, well-made, beautiful and 
versatile - the Sia is made for everyday living. 

sia.
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design kiosk collection.

design kiosk is a curated, accessible range  
of furniture that combines style, quality  
and functionality.

this collection contains modern classics defined 
by clean lines and simple details. with a mix of 
popular pieces that we remake each season, 
and fresh designs inspired by the current design 
climate, design kiosk offers affordable luxury  
at its best.
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The Abbie table is an elegant rectangular coffee table 
with black matt powder coated cross base and a stylish, 
streamlined marble top. This minimal design makes 
maximum impact. 

abbie.

The Freda is a contemporary circular coffee table with 
striking fine black legs and a timber top. Also available in  
a side table format, the Freda’s look great nesting as a pair 
or with the Sia tables for an added contrast. 

freda.
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The Mabel side table by Design Kiosk has deliciously  
curvy legs, with a smooth circular top. Playful and modern, 
it comes in a range of colours to suit any space in need  
of a freshen up. Custom powder coat options available  
on request. 

mabel.

The Brooklyn side table is perfect for both a modern and a 
more traditional space. Clean lines and elegance are at the 
core of this piece with exquisite cut marble that stands the 
test of time.

brooklyn.
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The Violet chair is simple, stylish and relaxed. With a 
curved seat and reclined backrest, the Violet is made for 
comfort, whether that is a busy day at the office, or sitting 
around the dinner table with friends.

violet.
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